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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate qz/4-sets of type (O,q/4,q/2) in projective planes of order 
q=O(mod4). These sets arise in the investigation of regular triples with respect to a hyperoval. 
Combinatorial properties of these sets are given and examples in Desarguesian projective planes 
are constructed. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to study q2/4-sets of type (0, q/4, q/2) in projective planes 
whose order is divisible by four. These sets arise in the investigation of regular triples 
with respect to a hyperoval. 
If 52 is a hyperoval of a projective plane of order q, 17, (i.e. s2 is a set of q + 2 points no 
three of which are collinear), then a nonordered triple (X, Y, Z} of distinct points not 
in Sz is said to be regular with respect to 52 if there is no point P of II4 such that the 
lines PX, PY and PZ are exterior (see [2]). 
If we define, for every point P not in 52, 
E(P)= (Qel7,I Q #P and the line PQ is exterior to Q}, 
then the triple {X, Y,Z) is regular if and only if E(X)nE( Y)nE(Z)=@ 
In [2, Theorem 1.21 is proved that the existence of a regular triple implies that of 
q2/4-sets W of type (O,q/4,q/2), namely, the sets E(X)nE( Y), E(X)nE(Z), 
E( Y)nE(Z). Hence, the order q of the plane must be divisible by four. Furthermore, if 
{X, Y, Z} is regular, then X, Y and Z are on the same secant line, & of 52 [3] and if Wis 
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one of the q2/4-sets determined by {X, Y, 21, then X, Y and 2 are the unique points of 
G on which there are O-secant and q/Zsecant lines of W. 
An interesting problem is, in our opinion, to prove the converse. 
Problem. Given a q2/4-set of type (0, q/4,q/2), are there three collinear points on 
which there are only O-secant and q/2-secant lines of W? 
A partial answer to the problem is Proposition 1.1: if there exists a q2/4-set 
W of type (O,q/4,q/2), then there are at most three collinear points, on which 
there are only O-secant and q/2-secant lines of W. This is proved using only 
combinatorial methods. 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the construction of q2/4-sets of type (O,q/4,q/2). 
In PG(2,q), such sets always exist (Theorems 2.1 and 3.1) and are at least of 
two different types. One type of these q2/4-sets gives examples not related to 
regular triples with respect to a complete conic (i.e. a conic plus its nucleus). The 
sets of the other type result from the union of q/4 irreducible tonics pairwise tangent 
at the same point 0 and having the same nucleus, N, minus the common points 0 
and arise from regular triples with respect to a 
such sets there exist three collinear points, on 
q/2-secant lines. 
2. Preliminaries 
complete conic. In every case, for 
which there are only O-secant or 
Let n4 be a projective plane of order q. A c-set %’ is a subset of c distinct points of 
I14. The character of index s of % is the number t, of lines of I74 meeting %? in exactly 
s distinct points, 0 d s d q + 1. A line G meeting 5% in s points is said to be an s-secant 
line. 
We say that %? is of class [ml,mz, . . . ,m,,] if t,=O for every m${m,, . . . ,md}, where 
m,,...,m, are integers such that 0<m,<m2<~~~<md<q+1. %? is said to be of type 
h,m2, . . . ,md) when it is of class [m,,m2, . . . ,md] and t,,#O for every j= 1,2, . . . ,d. 
For a c-set the following character equations hold: 
(1.1) 
where &=q2+q+1, Il=q+l, AZ=1 (for a general reference, see [1,5,6]). 
From now on we assume that n4 is a projective plane of order q = 0 (mod 4) and that 
W is a q2/4-set of type (0, q/4, q/2). For such a set the characters are 
t,++ 1, tq/4=q(q-2), t,:2=$ 
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Furthermore, if u,(P) denotes the number of s-secant lines on a point P$ W and 
v,(P) the number of s-secant lines on a point PE W, then 
ug=o, Vq/4 = 4 - 2, V -3 q/2- ’ (1.3) 
uo = uqj2 + 1, uq/4 = 4 - 2u,,* . (1.3a) 
Therefore, uq12(P)<q/2 and 1 <u,(P)d(q/2)+ 1, for every point PEZI,\ W. 
Proposition 1.1. Let W be a q2/4-set of type (0, q/4, q/2). Then there are at most three 
necessarily collinear points for which u. = (q/2) + 1. 
Proof. Let 9 be the set of O-secant lines of W. In the dual plane, nz, 9 is 
a ((3q/2) + 1)-set of class [0, 1,2, , (q/2) + 11, whose characters Bi satisfy the equations 
(q/2) + 1 
1 Bi=q2+q+ 1, 
i=O 
(412) + 1 
1 if&= 
( 
$+ 1i=l 
1 
(q+l), 
(q’yl q_ l)&2! 3q 
i=2 2 ( Y+l 1 
(1.4) 
Since t10=q2/4, eliminating 8, and 19~ we obtain 
q/2 
1 (i-2)(i-l)Oi=~ i-1 (3_0q/2+1), 
i=3 ( > 
which is nonnegative. Therefore, 8 (q,2) + 1 < 3 and equality holds if and only if Bi = 0, for 
every i=3, . . . ,412. 
If 0Cq,2J+ 1 = 3, then .Y is of class [0, 1,2, (q/2) + 11. Equalities (1.3) and (1.3a) imply 
that the set Y? of q/Csecant lines to W is a q(q - 2)-set of class [0, q - 2, q] in IZZ, 
whose characters are ~~ = 3, (TV _ 2 = q2, (TV = q - 2. We show that the exterior lines of 
2 are concurrent. By way of contradiction, if they form a triangle then the number of 
(q-2)-secant lines to A? is q/2 or q. Hence, this set would be a q2-set of type (q/2, q), 
which cannot exist, as follows from its character equations. Thus, the exterior lines of 
A? are concurrent in the dual plane. Hence, by duality, the three corresponding points 
of 17 are collinear, as claimed. 0 
3. q*/4-sets of type (0, q/4, q/2) in PG(2, q) 
In this section we prove the existence of q2/4-sets of type (0, q/4, q/2) in PG(2, q), the 
Desarguesian projective plane over the Galois field GF(q), q = 2h, ha 3. 
Let o be a primitive element of GF(q) and To (resp. Tl) the set of elements in GF(q) 
of trace 0 (resp. 1). Briefly, we recall that an element deGF(q) is of trace 0 if the second 
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degree equation x2 + x + d = 0 has solution in GF(q). Furthermore, To is an additive 
subgroup of order q/2 in GF(q) and the sum of elements of different traces is an 
element of trace 1 (for a general reference, see [l, 43). 
Lemma 2.1. For every ol~GF(q)\ {0, 1 }, let H’={czToIaw’~TO) and H”= {BETI I 
Pf3’E T, }. Then 
(2.1) 
Proof. We put I H’I =x and I H”I =y. Then, x=y, since x+(4/2)- y=q/2. Now, by 
way of contradiction, suppose x < q/4. Hence 1 To \H’( >q/4. If we denote by 
UO,h,...,Uq/4,... the elements of To\ H’, then each sum u. + Ui, i= 1,2,. . , q/4, be- 
longs to H’, which contradicts x < q/4. 
To prove that x=q/4, it will suffice to show that x<q/2, since H’ is a subgroup of 
To. Suppose that x=q/2. Then 
ok’cr~To if and only if creTo for every kEZ. (2.2) 
Let (w’) be the multiplicative cyclic subgroup of GF(q)\(O) generated by WI. Each 
class of GF(q)\(O} (mod (0’)) is either a subset of T,\(O) or Tl. In fact, CI is 
congruent to /? (mod (w’)) if and only if tl-i /?=gk’. Thus, by (2.2), c1 and /? belong 
either to To\(O) or to Tr. Hence the order of (0’) divides both (q/2)- 1 and q/2, 
which is a contradiction, since of # 1. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let (x0, xl, x2) denote homogeneous coordinates in PG(2, q). Then 
each of the sets Wij={(x,y, l)Jxez, y~Tj}, fir eoery i,jE(O, l}, is a q2/4-set of 
we (O,d4,d4. 
Proof. We can consider the affine plane AG(2,q), having as line at infinity the line 
x2 =O. For every line / of AG(2, q), consider the numbers xij= (en Fiji. We show that 
xijE(O,q/4,q/2}. Since the group GF(q) x GF(q) acts transitively on the lines of 
AG(2, q) and permutes the numbers xij, it suffices to study lines of equation y = mx or 
x = 0. If m = 0, then the line y = 0 meets Wio in q/2 points and Wij, j# 0 in 0 points. 
When m = 1, the line y = x has q/2 (resp. 0) points in common with Wii (resp. Wij, i #j ). 
The line x = 0 has q/2 points on Woj and 0 points on Wij, i # 0. Finally, let m # 0,l. It is 
easilyseenthatxoo+xol+x,o+xll=qandthatx o1 +x,i =x00+x10. To achieve the 
proof, it suffices to show that xoo =x1 1 and xol +xio =q/2. These equalities follow 
from Lemma 2.1. q 
Remark. Observe that for each of the q2/4-sets Wij there exist three collinear points, 
on which there are only O-secant or q/2-secant lines of Wij. They are the points (0, 1, 0), 
(O,O, 1) and (0, 1,i). 
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4. On q*/4-sets of type (0, q/4, q/2), which are union of tonics of PG(2, q) 
Let r be a conic of II,=PG(2, q), q=2”, and N its nucleus, i.e. the meet of the 
tangents of r. For every P$Tu( N}, we define 
E(P)= {QEIZ,~ Q#P and the line PQ is exterior to r}. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X and Y be two distinct points other than N on a tangent line s of r, 
X, Y$r. The set W= E(X)nE( Y) is a q2/4-set of type (O,q/4, q/2). Furthermore, W is 
union of q/4 irreducible conies pairwise tangent at the same point 0 and having the same 
nucleus N, minus the point 0. 
Proof. If we adopt a convenient frame in PG(2,q), we may suppose that r has 
equation x0x2 = XI and that s is the line of equation x2 =O, which is tangent to r in 
the point O(l,O,O). We directly construct W from two distinct points x(1,0’, 0) and 
Y(l,o”,O), where CI.I is a primitive element of GF(q). 
The line on X, 
is exterior to r if and only if ~~o-‘ET~. 
Similarly, the line on Y, 
x2 =&(x1 + wSxCJ), 
is exterior to r if and only if W~CI_-~E T, . 
Therefore, 
W=E(X)nE(Y)=((oi+wj,wio’+ojoS,oi+j(o’+wS)) 
Let Z be the point (1, wr + os, 0). We show that every line on X, Y or Z is either 
a O-secant line or a q/2-secant line to W, while the remaining lines of PG(2,q) are 
q/Csecant lines. 
For this purpose, we remark that the group G, whose elements are represented by 
matrices 
1 0 y2 
i i 
0 1 Y 3 
00 1 
where yEGF(q), is sharply transitive on r\{(l,O,O)) an consists of elations having d 
as common axis the tangent line s. Then G acts transitively on the exterior (resp. 
secant but s) lines of r on a point P of s. Therefore, since G stabilizes W, every 
exterior (resp. secant but s) line of r on a point PES has a constant number of points 
in common with W. 
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Because of this remark, it will suffice to consider only the intersections of W with 
one line of the pencil of center P(l,ok,O). 
The line t of equation 
xi =CDkxg, 
okcGF(q), is on P and is a secant line of r. If Q is a point of W, then QE~ if and only if 
O’Oi+WSWj=COk(Wi+Wj), (3.1) 
where o’co-‘=d and &~-j=d* are in Ti. Equality (3.1) implies 
d*(ok+’ + co2’J = d(cok +’ + aP). (3.2) 
If gk = w’ or gk = oS, then 1 tn WI = 0. Then, let gk # or and mk # 0’. 
Equality (3.2) can be written as 
d* =do’, where CD’ = 
Ws(Os+Wk) 
W’(O’+Wk). 
Now, 0’ = 1 if and only if uk = CD’ + 0’. In this case 1 tn WI = q/2. 
In the other cases, i.e. when o~${cD’,w~,o’+~), w’#O, 1. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, 
1 tn WI = q/4. 
To prove that W results from the union of q/4 irreducible tonics, we remark that the 
group G has q/4 orbits on W. We show that each G-orbit, together with the 
tangence-point of s to r, is an irreducible conic. In fact, if 
P(o~+oi,oio’+o~os,w~+~(o’+os)), 
where ~-~d,~-jcd~T~, is a point of W, then the conic %? of equation 
x0x*=x:+6x:, 
where 6 is determined by P, contains P. If gEG is represented by 
1 0 y2 
( 1 
01 Y, 
00 1 
then 
Pg(o’+oj+y2w’+j(w’+w”), WiW’+OjWS+YOi+j(0’+gS), cd+qco’+d)) 
belongs to $7 and G stabilizes %?. Therefore, %‘\{(l,O,O)} coincides with the G-orbit 
containing P. Cl 
Remark. The q2/4-set W is different from the sets Wij, i,j~{O, l}. In fact, the line 
x,, = x2 meets W in q/4 points and Wij, i,j~ (0, l} in 0 or q/2 points. 
We now show that, in a certain sense, the construction given in the previous 
theorem may be inverted: given q/4 convenient tonics %‘i, pairwise tangent at the same 
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point 0 and having the same nucleus N, then W= u$?, (ST?;\ {O}) is a q2/4-set of type 
(0, q/4, q/2). Moreover, on the line ON there are exactly three points X, Y and Z, such 
that uo=(q/2)+ 1 and W=E(X)nE(Y) for q/4 tonics. 
Lemma 3.2. Let W= UpPI (%?i\{O})y where pi, i= 1, . . . ,q/4 are irreducible conks of 
PG(2,q), pairwise tangent in 0 and having the same nucleus N. Then there exists an 
automorphism group G which stabilizes W and has on W each Ce,\{O} as orbit. 
Proof. Fix a conic V different from %‘il i = 1, . . . , q/4, and tangent to each of them in 
0 and having as nucleus N. Adopting a convenient frame in PG(2, q), we can assume 
%‘ofequationxOx2=x: and~iofequationx,x,=x:+6ixZ,6i~GF(q),i=l,...,q/4. 
Then the group G, introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.1, is sharply transitive on the 
points of%?\(O) and ofC&\(O},for every i=l,...,q/4. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Let {V[ >i = 1,. ,4,4 be a set ofq/4 conks ofPG(2, q), pairwise tangent at the 
same point 0 and having the same nucleus N. Let W= Uqif, (%i\{O}). Then W 
is a q2/4-set of type (O,q/4,q/2) tf and only tf on the line ON there are three distinct 
points, such that on each of them there are u. =(q/2) + 1 O-secant lines and uqi2 =q/2 
q/Zsecant lines of W. 
Proof. If W is of type (0, q/4, q/2), then t 4,2 = 3912. Since ON is a O-secant line of W, 
every q/2-secant line of W meets ON in only one point, on which there are other 
(q/2)- 1 q/2-secant lines, as follows from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. Therefore, if 
h is the number of points of ON, on which there are q/2-secant lines, then 
tqj2 = h $ . 
Hence h = 3. 
Conversely, let X, Y and Z be the three points of ON, for which u. = (q/2) + 1 and 
uqi2 = q/2. Then tgj2 = 3q/2. Furthermore, 
ti = Q2) - i3 2<i<$-2. (*I 
In fact, fix a conic %, as in Lemma 3.2. 59 admits a group G of elations, having as 
common axis the line ON. This group is sharply transitive on the lines but ON on 0 or 
N. Thus, every line on 0 or N has q/4 points on W. Moreover, G is transitive on the set 
of exterior (resp. secant but ON) lines of ‘8. Therefore, if an exterior line of V on PEON 
has CL~ points on W, then every exterior line on P has up points on W. Hence, every 
secant line but ON of V has ljp=(q/2)- CL~ points on W. Since every line of PG(2, q) is 
on one of the points of ON, identity (*) follows. 
When i=O we have 
to = t,,2 + 1. (**) 
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Using equalities (*) and (**), the first and third character equations of W become, 
respectively, 
(414) - 2 
tq/4+2 C ti=4(4-2)3 
i=2 
Hence, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Elimination of tq,4 between (3.3) and (3.5) gives 
Hence ti = 0, 2 < i <(q/4) - 2. Since 
ti=t(q/z)-i, 2<id(q/4)-2, 
the proof is achieved. 0 
For the next theorem, we introduce the following notation. If cok is an element of 
GF(q)\{O, l}, where o is a primitive element of the field, set 
H;={aC(,(awkCoj. 
We proved in Lemma 2.1 that II%;\ =q/4. 
Furthermore, if rj is a conic, set, for every P$rj, 
Ej(P)={QEnqIQ#f' and the line PQ is exterior to rj}. 
Theorem 3.4. Let %?i be the conic ofPG(2, q) having equation x0x2 =xf +yix:, where 
yiEH;y i=l, . . . . q/4, and let 
(1) the set 
0 be the point (l,O,O) of pi. Then 
a14 
W= i, (vi\{o)) 
i=l 
is a q2/4-set of type (0, q/4, q/2); 
(2) there are q/4 conies rj, j = 1, . . . , q/4, having the same nucleus N, such that 
W= Ej(X)nEj( Y), 
for two points X and Y other than N on the tangent line through 0. 
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Proof. ) W( = q2 /4, since ( H; ( = q/4. 
For abuse of notation, for every ccEGF(q), we denote by & the unique element of 
GF(q), whose square is c(. Consider the points X(1,1,0), Y(l, fl,O) and 
Z(l,l +&J&O). 
We prove that for each of these points u,,~ =q/2 and uo=(q/2)+ 1. 
Proceeding as in Theorem 3.1, consider the line on X, 
which is a q/2-secant line to W, since yiETo. 
Similarly, the line on Y, 
xt =@co 
meets every conic wi in two points, since oky+To. Therefore, it is a q/2-secant line. 
Finally, since Hi is a subgroup of To, the line on Z, 
x1 =(l +&&x0, 
is a q/Zsecant line, too. 
The proof of statement (1) follows by Lemma 3.3. 
(2) Let P(l, ,/g,z) be a point of W, zEGF(q)\{O}, and let s be the line PX, 
having equation 
(1 +J3)x2=z(xr +x0). 
If rj is the conic of equation 
xoxz=xf+8jx$, 6jEGF(q), 
then a necessary and sufficient condition for s to be an exterior line of rj is 
6j+ 
Z+yiZ'+l 
z2 ETI, 
which is equivalent to 
6j+Z-‘+Z-2+Yi~T~. 
Since z- ’ +zm2+yiETo, we obtain 
6je Tl. 
Similarly, consider the line PY, whose equation is 
(3.6) 
(3.6a) 
(3.7) 
PY is an exterior line of rj if and only if 
oks.+okZ-’ +WkYi+OZkz-‘ET~. J 
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Since 
CO~Z-’ +co~~z-~ET 0 
and 
akyie T,, 
we deduce 
okGjETl. (3.8) 
By Lemma 2.1, there are q/4 values of 6j which satisfy conditions (3.7) and (3.8). This 
completes the proof. 0 
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